INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – SLIDE AND SNAP SYSTEM
Installing a DanceDeck ProTM Floor

1. Start laying floor in upper left corner. All
panels must be laid with aluminum splines in
the top and left positions.
2. Depending on the floor, the floor tool may not
be needed. If needed, place floor tool under the
floor panel to the left of the panel being laid.
This allows the panel to be lifted so the clips on
the panel being installed slide into place more easily.
3. Slide panel being laid into place with clip sliding
under panel on left.
Rotate/slide panels. Do not lift.
4. If you encounter resistance, do not jump on floor to force panels into place.
The problem could be a tight or bent clip, if so, bend clip back slightly.
5. To insure proper placement of edge pieces it is important to start with a corner set. Please note: once corner
set is placed properly you will notice that edge pieces are placed in the middle of the two panels.
The top row and left column must be at 90 degrees or less. If this is more then 90 degrees, you will
experience problems laying the last few sections of the floor.
Disassembling a DanceDeck Pro Floor

1. To disassemble floor, start by removing the bottom right panel. Using a firm grip on the bottom of the left
corner of the panel, pull hard with a snapping motion.
2. Once loose, while pulling down with your left hand, push in with your right hand on the top right of the
panel to clear the connection system. Keep panel level, do not pull up on the panel as that may damage or
bend splines.
3. Turn to move away.
Storage and Maintenance

It is advisable to clean your floor after each use to prevent a build up of dirt. Start by using a dry mop to
remove loose debris and if required, use a lightly damp cloth for general cleaning. For harder stains such as ink,
gum or spills use denatured alcohol.
Floor sections should be stored standing up (on their side), wood-to-wood and metal-to-metal, splines down, on
the DanceDeck Pro transport cart.
Sections should be stored completely dry and indoors in a climate-controlled location. Exposure to
extreme temperature variations should be avoided. Do not leave outdoors overnight.
We thank you for choosing DanceDeck Pro for your portable flooring needs.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – CAM LOCK AND RECEIVER CLIP SYSTEM
Installing a DanceDeck ProTM Floor

1. Start laying floor in upper left corner. All panels must be laid
with aluminum pins in the top and left positions and cam
locks in the bottom and right positions.
2. Depending on the floor, the floor tool may not be needed. If
needed, place floor tool under the floor panel to the left of the
panel being laid. This allows the panel to be lifted so the
pins on the panel being installed slide into the receiver clips
more easily.
3. Slide panel being laid into place with pins sliding into the
receiving clips of the panels already in place above and to the
left.
4. Insert cam key tool into cam lock hole and rotate 180°
clockwise.
5. To insure proper placement of edge pieces it is important to
start with a corner set. Please note: once corner set is placed
properly you will notice that edge pieces are placed in the
middle of the two panels.
The top row and left column must be at 90 degrees or less.
If this is more then 90 degrees, you will experience problems
laying the last few sections of the floor.

Right
Way

Disassembling a DanceDeck Pro Floor
1.

2.

3.

To disassemble floor, start by removing the bottom
right panel.
Insert cam key tool into cam lock hole and rotate 180°
counter-clockwise.
Slide panel away from assembled floor, disengaging
receiver clips.

Storage and Maintenance

Wrong
Way

It is advisable to clean your floor after each use to prevent a build up of dirt. Start by using a dry mop to
remove loose debris and if required, use a lightly damp cloth for general cleaning. For harder stains such as ink,
gum or spills use denatured alcohol.
Floor sections should be stored standing up (on their side), wood-to-wood and metal-to-metal, splines down, on
the DanceDeck Pro transport cart.
Sections should be stored completely dry and indoors in a climate-controlled location. Exposure to
extreme temperature variations should be avoided. Do not leave outdoors overnight.
We thank you for choosing DanceDeck Pro for your portable flooring needs.

